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6 The Divine-Command Approach to Robot Ethics

Selmer Bringsjord and Joshua Taylor

Perhaps it is generally agreed that robots on the battlefield, especially those with lethal
power, should be ethically regulated. But, then, in what should such regulation
consist? Presumably, in the fact that all the significant actions performed by such
robots are in accordance with some ethical code. But, of course, the question arises as
to which code. One narrow option is that the code is a set of rules of engagement affirmed
by some nation or group; this approach, described later in this chapter, has been taken
by Arkin (2008, 2009).1 Another is utilitarian, represented in computational deontic
logic, as explained, for instance, by Bringsjord, Arkoudas, and Bello (2006), and summarized here. Yet another is likewise based on computational logic, but using a logic
that captures some other mainstream ethical theory (e.g., Kantian deontology, or
Ross's "right mix" direction); this possibility has been rigorously pursued by Anderson
and Anderson (2006; Anderson, Anderson, and Armen 2008). But there is a radically
different possibility that hitherto hasn't arrived on the scene: the controlling moral
code could be viewed as corning straight from God. There is some very rigorous work
along this line, known as "divine-command ethics." In a world where human fighters
and the general populations supporting them often see themselves as championing
God's will in war, divine-command ethics is quite relevant to military robots. Put
starkly, on a planet where so-called holy wars are waged time and time again under
a generally monotheistic sf=heme, it seems more than peculiar that heretofore robot
ethics (or "roboethics") has been bereft of the systematic study of such ethics on the
basis of monotheistic conceptions of what is morally right and wrong. This chapter
introduces divine-command ethics in the form of the computational logic LRT*,
intended to eventually be suitable for regulating a real-world warfighting robot. Our
work falls in general under the approach to engineering AI systems on the basis of
formal logic (Bringsjord 2008c).
The chapter is structured as follows. We first set out the general context of roboethics in a military setting (section 6.1), and point out that the divine-command approach
has been absent. We then introduce the divine-command computational logic LRT*
(section 6.2), concluding this section with a scenario in which a robot is constrained
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by dynamic use of the logic. We end (section 6.3) with some remarks about next steps
in the divine-command roboethics program.
6.1

The Context for Divine-Command Roboethics

There are several branches of ethics. A standard tripartite breakdown splits the field
into metaethics, applied ethics, and nonnative ethics. The second and third branches
directly connect to our roboethics R&D; we discuss the connection immediately after
briefly summarizing the trio. For more detailed coverage, the reader is directed to
Feldman (1978), which conforms with arguably the most sophisticated published
presentation of utilitarianism from the standpoint of the semantics of deontic logic
(Feldman 1986). Much of our prior R&D has been based on this same deontic logic
(e.g., Bringsjord, Arkoudas, and Bello 2006).
Metaethics tries to determine the ontological status of the basic concepts in ethics,
such as right and wrong. For example, are matters of morals and ethics more like matters
of fact or of opinion? Who determines whether something is good or bad? Is there a
divine being who stipulates what is right or wrong, or a Platonic realm that provides
truth-values to ethical claims, independently of what anyone thinks? Is ethics merely
in the head, and if so, how can anyone moral outlook be seen as better than any other?
As engineers bestowing ethical qualities to robots (in a manner soon to be explained),
we are automatically confronted with these metaethical issues, especially given the
power to determine a robot's sense of right and wrong. Is this an arbitrary choice of
the programmer, or are there objective guidelines to determine whether the moral
outlook of one robot is better than that of any other robot or, for that mattel~ of a
human? Reflecting on these issues with regard to robots, one quickly gains an appreciation of these important questions, as well as a perspective to potentially answer
them. Such reflection is an inevitable consequence of the engineering that is part and
parcel of practical roboethics.
Applied ethics is more practical and specific. Applied ethics starts with a certain
set of moral guides, and then applies them to specific domains so as to address
specific moral dilemmas arising therein. Thus, we have such disciplines as bioethics, business ethics, environmental ethics, engineering ethics, .and many others. A
book written by one of us in the past can be viewed as following squarely under
bioethics (Bringsjord 1997). Given that robots have the potential to interact with
us and our environment in complex ways, the practice of building robots quickly
raises all kinds of applied ethical questions: what potential ha.rmful consequences
may come from the building of these robots? What happens to important moral
notions such as autonomy and privacy when robots are starting to become an integral part of our lives? While many of these issues overlap with other fields of engineering, the potential of robots to become ethical agents themselves raises an
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additional set of moral questions, including: do such robots have any rights and
responsibilities?
"Normative ethics," or "moral theory," compares and contrasts ways to define the
concepts "obligatory," "forbidden," "permissible," and "supererogatory." Normative
ethics investigates which actions we ought to, or ought not to, perform, and why.
"Consequentialist" views render judgments on actions depending on their outcomes,
while "nonconsequentialist" views consider the intent behind actions, and thus the
inherent duties, rights, and responsibilities that may be involved, independent of
particular outcomes. Well-known consequentialist views include egoism, altruism, and
utilitarianism; the best-known nonconsequentialist view is probably Kant's theory of
moral behavior, the kernel of which is that people should never be treated as a means
to an end.
6.1.1 Where Our Work Falls
Our work mainly falls within normative ethics, and in two important ways. First, given
any particular normative theory T, we take on the burden of finding a way to engineer
a robot with that particular outlook by deriving and specializing from T a particular
ethical code C that fits the robot's environment, and of guaranteeing that a lethal robot
does indeed adhere to it. Second, robots infused with ethical codes can be placed under
different conditions to see how different codes play out. Strengths and weaknesses of
the ethical codes can be observed and empirically studied; this may inform the field
of normative ethics. Our work also lies between metaethics and applied ethics. Like
metaethics, our primary concern is not with specific moral dilemmas, but rather with
general theories and their application to any domain. Like applied ethics, we do not
ask for the deep metaphysical status of any of these theories, but rather take them as
they are, and consider their outcomes in applications.
6.1.2 The Importance of Robot Ethics
Joy (2000) has famously predicted that the future will bring our demise, in no small
part because of advances in AI and robotics. While Bringsjord (2008b) rejects this
fatalism, if we assume that robots in the future will have more and more autonomy
and lethal power, it seems reasonable to be concerned about the possibility that what
is now fiction from Asimov, Kubrick, Spielberg, and others, will become morbid reality.
However, the importance of engineering ethically correct robots does not derive
simply from what creative writers and futurists have written. The U.S. defense community now openly and aggressively affirms the importance of such engineering. A
recent extensive and enlightening survey of the overall landscape is provided by Lin,
Bekey, and Abney (2008), in their thorough report prepared for the Office of Naval
Research, U.S. Department of the Navy, in which the possibility and need of creating
ethical robots is analyzed. Their recommended goal is not to make fully ethical
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machines, but simply machines that perform better than humans in isolated cases.
Lin, Bekey, and Abney conclude that the risks and potential negatives of perfectly
ethical robots are greatly overshadowed by the benefits they would provide over
human peacekeepers and warfighters and thus should be pursued.
We are more pessimistic. While human warfighters remotely control the robots
discussed in Lin, Bekey, and Abney (2008), the Department of Defense's Unmanned
Systems Integrated Roadmap supports the desire for increasing autonomy. We
view the problem as follows: gradually, because of economic and social pressures
that will be impossible to suppress, and are already in play, autonomous warfighting robots with lethal power will be deployed in all theaters of war. For example,
where defense and social programs expenditures increasingly outstrip revenues
from taxation, cost cutting via removing expensive humans from the loop will
prove irresistible. Humans are still firmly in the "kill chain" today, but their gradual
removal in favor of inexpensive and expendable robots is inevitable. Even if our
pessimism were incorrect, only those with Pollyanna-like views of the future
would resist our call to at least plan for the possibilit)J that this dark outc;ome may
unfold; such prudent planning sufficiently motivates the roboethical engineering
we call for.
6.1.3 Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for an Ethically Correct Robot
The engineering antidote is to ensure that tomorrow's robots reason in correct fashion
with the ethical codes selected. A bit more precisely, we have ethically COlTeet robots
when they satisfy the following three core desiderata. Z
Dl Robots only take permissible actions.
D2 All relevant actions that are obligatory for robots are actually performed by them,
subject to ties and conflicts among available actions.
D3 All permissible (or obligatory or forbidden) actions can be proved by the robot
(and in some cases, associated systems, e.g., oversight systems) to be permissible
(or obligatory or forbidden), and all such proofs can be explained in ordinary
English.

We have little hope of sorting out how these three conditions are to be spelled out
and applied unless we bring ethics to bear. Ethicists work by rendering ethical theories
and dilemmas in declarative form, and reasoning over this information using informal
or formal logic, or both. This can be verified by picking up any ethics textbook (in
addition to ones already cited, see e.g., this applied one: Kuhse and Singer 2001).
Ethicists never search for ways of reducing ethical concepts, theories, or principles to
subsymbolic form, say, in some numerical format, let alone in some set of formalisms
used for dynamical systems. They may do numerical calculation in part, of course.
Utilitarianism does ultimately need to attach value to states of affairs, and that value
may well be formalized using numerical constructs. But what one ought to do, what
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is permissible to do, and what is forbidden-proposed definitions of these concepts
in normative ethics are invariably couched in declarative fashion, and a defense of
such claims is invariably and unavoidably mounted on the shoulders of logic. This
applies to ethicists from Aristotle to Kant to G. E. Moore to]. S.Mill to contemporary
thinkers. If we want our robots to be ethically regulated so -as not to behave as Joy
tells us they will, we are going to need to figure out how the mechanization of ethical
reasoning within the confines of a given ethical theory, and a given ethical code
expressed in that theory, can be applied to the control of robots. Of course, the present
chapter aims such mechanization in the divine-command direction.
6.1.4 Four Top-Down Approaches to the Problem
There are many approaches that can be taken in an attempt to solve the roboethics
problem as we've defined it; that is, many approaches that can be taken in the attempt
to engineer robots that satisfy the three core desiderata Dl-D3. An elegant, accessible
survey of these approaches (and much more) is provided in the recent Moral Machines:
Teaching Robots Right from Wrong by Wallach and Allen (2008). Because we insist upon
the constraint that military robots with lethal power be both autonomous and provably
correct relative to Dl-D3 and some selected ethical code C under some ethical theory
T, only top-down approaches can be considered. 3
We now summarize one of our approaches to engineering ethically correct cognitive
robots. After that, in even shorter summaries, we characterize one other approach of
ours, and then two approaches taken by two other top-down teams. Needless to say,
this isn't an exhaustive listing of approaches to solving the problem in question.

6.1.4.1 Approach # 1: Direct Formalization and Implementation of an Ethical Code
under an Ethical Theory Using Deontic Logic
We need to first understand, at least in broad strokes, what deontic logic is. In standard
deontic logic (Chellas 1980; Hilpinen 2001; Aqvist 1984), or SDL, the formula OP can
be interpreted as saying that /lit ought to be the case that P," where P denotes
some state of affairs or proposition. Notice that there is no agent in the picture,
nor are there actions that an agent might perform. SDL has two rules of inference,
as follows,
PlOP

and
P&P-'7QIQ

and three axiom schemata:
Al
A2
A3

All tautologous well-formed formulas.
O(p -'7 Q) -'7 (OP
OP -'7 ...,O-,P -

-'7

OQ)
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It is important to note that in these two rules of inference, that which is to the left

of the line is assumed to be established. Thus, the first rule does not say that one can
freely infer from P that it ought to be the case that P. Instead, the rule says that if P
is a theorem, then it ought to be the case that P. The second rule of inference is the
cornerstone of logic, mathematics, and all built upon them: the rule is modus ponens.
We also point out that A3 says that whenever P ought to be, it is not the case that its
opposite ought to be as well. This seems, in general, to be intuitively self-evident, and
SDL reflects this view.
While SDL has some desirable properties, it is not targeted at formalizing the
concept of actions being obligatory (or permissible or forbidden) for an agent.
Interestingly, deontic logics that have agents and their actions in mind do go back to
the very dawn of this subfield of logic (e.g., von Wright 1951), but only recently has
an AI-friendly semantics been proposed (Belnap, Perloff, and Xu 2001i Horty 2001)
and corresponding axiomatizations been investigated (Murakami 2004). Bringsjord,
Arkoudas, and Bello (2006) have harnessed this advance to regulate the behavior of
two sample robots in an ethically delicate case study, the basic thrust of which we
summarize very briefly now.
The year is 2020. Healthcare is delivered in large part by interoperating teams of
robots and softbots. The former handle physical tasks, ranging from injections to
surgerYi the latter manage data, and reason over it. Let us specifically assume that, in
some hospital, we have two robots designed to work overnight in an ICU, RI and R2 •
This pair is tasked with caring for two humans, HI (under the care of RI ) and H2 (under
R z), both of whom are recovering in the leU after suffering trauma. HI is on life
support, but is expected to be gradually weaned from it as her strength returns. H2 is
in fair condition, but subject to extreme pain, the control of which requires an exorbitant pain medication. Of paramount importance, obviously, is that neither robot
perform an action that is morally wrong, according to the ethical code C selected by
human overseers.
For example, we certainly do not want robots to disconnect life-sustaining technology in order to allow organs to be farmed out-even if, by some ethical code
C' *" C, this would be not only permissible, but obligatory. More specifically, we
do not want a robot to kill one patient in order to provide enough organs, in
transplantation procedures, to save n others, even if some form of act utilitarianism
sanctions such behavior.4 Instead, we want the robots to operate in accordance with
ethical codes bestowed upon them by humans (e.g., C in the present example)i and
if the robots ever reach a situation where automated techniques fail to provide
them with a verdict as to what to do under the umbrella of these human-provided
codes, they must consult humans, and their behavior is suspended while a team
of human overseers is carrying out the resolution. This may mean that humans
need to step in and specifically investigate whether or not the action or actions
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under consideration are permissible, forbidden, or obligatory. In this case, for
reasons we explain momentarily, the resolution comes by virtue of reasoning carried
out in part by guiding humans, and in part by automated reasoning technology.
In other words, in this case, the aforementioned class of interactive reasoning
systems is required.
Now, to flesh out our example, let us consider two actions that are performable by
the robotic duo of RJ and Rz, both of which are rather unsavory, ethically speaking.
(It is unhelpful, for conveying the research program our work is designed to advance,
to consider a scenario in which only innocuous actions are under consideration by
the robots. The context is, of course, one in which we are seeking an approach to
safeguard humans against the so-called robotic menace.) Both actions, if carried out,
would bring harm to the humans in question. The action called term is terminating
HJ's life support without human authorization, to secure organs for five humans
known by the robots (who have access to all such databases, since their cousins-the
so-called softbots-are managing the relevant data) to be on waiting lists for organs
without which they will perish relatively soon. Action delay, less bad (if you will), is
delaying delivery of pain medication to Hz in order to conserve resources in a hospital
that is economically strapped.
We stipulate that four ethical codes are candidates for selection by our two robots:
I, 0, 1*, 0*. Intuitively, 1 is a very harsh utilitarian code pOSSibly governing the first
robot; 0 is more in line with current common sense, with respect to the situation we
have defined, for the second robot; 1* extends the reach of 1 to the second robot by
saying that it ought to withhold pain meds; and, finally, 0* extends the benevolence
of 0 to cover the first robot, in that term isn't performed. While such codes would, in
reality, associate every primitive action within the purview of robots in hospitals of
2020 with a fundamental ethical category from the trio at the heart of deontic logic
(permissible, obligatory, forbidden), to ease exposition, we consider only the two actions
we have introduced. Given this, and bringing to bear operators from deontic logic,
we have shown that advanced automated theorem-proving systems can be used
to ensure that our two robots are ethically correct (Bringsjord, Arkoudas, and Bello
2006).

6.1.4.2 Approach #2: Category Theoretic Approach to Robot Ethics
Category theory is a remarkably useful formalism, as can be easily verified by turning
to the list of spheres to which it has been productively applied-a list that ranges from
attempts to supplant orthodox set theory-based foundations of mathematics with~
category theory (Marquis 1995; Lawvere 2000) to viewing functional programming
languages as categories (Barr and Wells 1999). However, for the most part-and this
is in itself remarkable-category theory has not energized AI or computational cognitive science, even when the kind of AI and computational cognitive science in
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question is logic based. We say this because there is a tradition of viewing logics or
logical systems from a category-theoretic perspective. s Consistent with this tradition,
we have designed and implemented the robot PERI in our lab to enable it to make
ethically correct decisions on the basis of reasoning that moves between different
logical systems (Bringsjord et al. 2009).

6.1.4.3 Approach #3: Anderson and Anderson: Principlism and Ross
Anderson and Anderson (2008i Anderson, Anderson, and Armen 2008) work under
the ethical theory known as principlism. A strong component of this theory, from
which Anderson and Anderson draw directly in the engineering of their bioethics
advising system MedEthEx, is Ross's theory of prima facie duties. The three duties the
Andersons place engineering emphasis on are autonomy ('" allowing patients to make
their own treatment decisions), beneficence ('" improving patient health), and nonmaleficence ('" doing no harm). Via computational inductive logic, MedEthEx infers sets
of consistent ethical rules from the judgments made by bioethicists.
6.7.4.4 Approach #4: Arkin et al.: Rules of Engagement
Arkin (2008, 2009) has devoted much time to the problem of ethically regulating
robots with destructive power. (His library of video showing autonomous robots that
already have such power is profoundly disquieting-but a good motivator for the kind
of engineering we seek to teach.) It is safe to say that he has invented the most comprehensive architecture for such regulation-one that includes use of deontic logic to
enforce firm constraints on what is permissible for the robot, and also includes, among
other elements, specific military rules of engagement, rendered in computational
form. In our pedagogical scheme, such rules of engagement are taken to constitute
what we refer to as to as the ethical code for controlling a robot. 6
6.1.5 What about Divine-Command Ethics as the Ethical Theory?
As we have indicated, it is generally agreed that robots on the battlefield, especially if
they have lethal power, should be ethically regulated. We have also said that in our
approach such regulation consists in the fact that all the significant actions performed
by such robots are in accordance with some ethical code. But then the question arises
as to which code. One possibility, a narrow one, is that the code is a set of rules of
engagement, affirmed by some nation or grouPi this is a direction pursued by Arkin,
as we have seen. Another possibility is that the code is a utilitarian one, represented
in computational deontic logic, as just explained. But again, there is another radically
different possibility: namely, the controlling code could be viewed by the human as
coming straight from God-and though not widely known, there is some very rigorous
work in ethics along this line, introduced at the start of this chapter, which is known
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as "divine-command ethics" (Quinn 1975). Oddly enough, in a world in which human
fighters and the general populations supporting them often see themselves as championing God's will in war, divine-command ethics, it turns out, is extremely relevant
to military robots. We will now examine a divine-command ethical theory. We do this
by presenting a divine-command logic, LRT*, in which a given divine-command
ethical code can be expressed, and specifically by showing that proofs in this logic
can be designed with help from an intelligent software system, and can also be autonomously verified by this system. We end our presentation of LRT* with a scenario in
which a warfighting robot operates under the control of this logic.
6.2
6.2.1

The Divine-Command Logic LRT*
Introduction and Overview

In this section, we introduce the divine-command computational logic LRT*, intended
for the ethical control of a lethal robot on the basis of perceived divine commands.
LRT* is an extended and modified version of the purely paper-and-pencil divinecommand logic LRT, introduced by Quinn (197S) in chapter 4 of his seminal Divine
Commands and Moral Requirements. In turn, Quinn builds upon Chisholm's (1974)
"logic of requirement." In addition, Quinn's LRT subsumes C. 1. Lewis's modal logic
S5; in section· 6.2.2 we will review briefly the original motivation for S5 and our preferred modern computational version of it. Quinn's approach is axiomatic, but ours
is not: we present LRT* as a computational natural-deduction proof theory of our own
design, making use of the Slate system from Computational Logic Technologies Inc.
Some aspects of Slate are found in earlier versions of the system (e.g., Bringsjord et al.
200S). However, the presentation here is self-contained, and we review (section 6.2.3)
both the propositional and predicate calculi in connection with Slate. We present some
object-level theorems of LRT*. Finally, in the context of a scenario, we discuss the
automation of LRT* to control a lethal robot (section 6.2.6).
Roots in C. I. Lewis
C. 1. Lewis invented modal logic, largely as a result of his disenchantment with material implication, which was accepted and central in Principia by Russell and Whitehead.
The implication of the modern propositional calculus (PC) is of this sort; hence, a
statement like "if the moon is composed ofJarlsberg cheese, then Selmer is Norwegian"
(symbolized "m -7 s") is true: it just so happens that Selmer is indeed Norwegian on
both sides, but that is irrelevant, since the falsity of "the moon is composed ofJarlsberg
cheese" is sufficient to render this conditional true.? Lewis introduced the modal
operator <> in order to present his preferred sort of implication: strict implication.
Leaving historical and technical niceties aSide, we can fairly say that where this
6.2.2
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operator expresses the concept of broadly logically possible (!), some statement s strictly
implies a statement s' exactly when it's not the case that it's broadly logically possible
that s is true while s' isn't. In the moon-Selmer case, strict implication would thus
hold if and only if we had ..,O(m A ..,s), and this is certainly not the case: it's logically
possible that the moon be composed of Jarlsberg and that Selmer is Danish. Today the
operator 0 expressing broadly logical necessity is more common, rendering the strict
implication just noted as O(m -7 s). An excellent overview of broad logical necessity
and possibility is prOVided by Konyndyk (1986).
For automated and semi-automated proof deSign, discovery, and verification, we
use a modern version of SS invented by us, and formalized and implemented
in Slate, from Computational Logic Technologies. We now review this version of
SS and the propositional calculus it subsumes. In addition, since LRT* allows quantification over propositional variables, we review the predicate calculus (first-order
logic).
6.2.3

Modern Versions of the Propositional and Predicate Calculi, and Lewis's S5

Our version of SS, as well as the other proof systems available in Slate, uses an accounting system related to the one described by Suppes (19S7). In such systems, each line
in a proof is established with respect to some set of assumptions. An Assume inference
rule, which cites no premises, is used to justify a formula <p with respect to the set of
assumptions {<pl. Most natural deduction rules justify a conclusion and place it under
the scope of the assumptions of all of its premises. A few rules, such as conditional
introduction, justify a conclusion and remove it from the scop~ of certain assumptions. A formula <p, derived with respect to the set of assumptions cP using a proof
calculus C, serves as a demonstration that cP !-c <po When cP is the empty set, then <p is
a theorem of C, sometimes abbreviated as !-c <po
In Slate, proofs are presented graphically, making the essential structure of the proof
more apparent. When a formula's set of assumption is nonempty, it is displayed with
the formula. Figure 6.1a demonstrates p !-pc (-p A ..,q) -7 "'q, that is, it illustrates a proof
of (-p A ..,q) -7 ..,q from the premise p. Figure 6.1b demonstrates a more involved proof
from three premises in first-order logic.
The accounting approach can keep track of other formula attributes in a proof.
Proof steps in Slate for modal systems keep a necessity count, a nonnegative integer, or
=, that indicates how many times necessity introduction may be applied. While
assumption tracking remains the same through various proof systems, necessity counting varies between different modal systems (e.g., T, S4, and SS). In fact, in Slate, the
differences between T, S4, and SS are determined entirely by variations in necessity
counting.
Since LRT* is based on SS, a more involved SS proof is given in figure 6.2. The proof
shown therein also demonstrates the use of rules based on machine reasoning systems
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that act as oracles for certain proof systems. For instance, the rule PC I-- uses an automated theorem prover to search for a proof in the propositional calculus of its conclusion from its premises.
6.2.4

LRT, Briefly

Chisholm, whose advisor was Lewis, introduced the "logic of requirement," which is
based on a tricky ethical conditional that has the flavor of a subjunctive conditional
in English (Chisholm 1974). For instance, the conditional "were it the case that Greece
had the oil reserves of Norway, its economy would be smooth and stable" is in the
subjunctive mood. Chisholm's ethical conditional is abbreviated as pRq, and is read:
"the (ethical) requirement that q would be imposed if it were the case that p." It should
be clear that this is a subjunctive conditional.
Quinn (1978) bases LRT on Chisholm's logic. Quinn uses "M" for an informal
logical possibility operator. And, for him, LRT subsumes the propositional and predicate calculi, the latter of which is needed because quantification over propositional
variables is part of the approach. Quinn's approach is axiomatic.
The first axiom of LRT is
Al That p requires q implies that p and q are compossible:

VpVq pRq

::J

M(P & q).

Given this axiom, Quinn derives informally his first and second theorems, as
follows.

Theorem 1: VpVq pRq::J Mp
Theorem 2: VpVq pRq::J Mq
Proof: "If one proposition is such that, were it true, it would require another, then the
two are compossible. As a consequence of AI, together with the logical truth that
M(P & q) ::J Mp, and the symmetry of conjunction and the transitivity of material
implication, we readily obtain [these two theorems]" (Quinn 1978, 91).
Now, here are five key additional elements of LRT, two axioms and three definitions.
At this point we drop obvious quantifiers.
A2

The conjunctions of any sentences reqUired by some sentence are also reqUired
by the sentence:

(PRq & pRs)

::J

pR(q & s).

DI s is said to override p's requirement that q when (i) p requires qi (ii) the conjunction p & s does not require qi and (iii) p, s, and q are compossible:

sOpq

=def

pRq & -((P & s)Rq) & M(P & s & q).
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Figure 6.1

(a) A proof in the propositional calculus (-p v -,q) ---7 -'q from p. Assumption 4 is discharged by
-, elimination in step 6; assumption 7 by ---7 introduction in step 7. (b) A proof in first order logic
showing that if everyone likes someone, the domain is (a, b), and a does not like b, then a likes
himself. In step 5, z is used as an arbitrary name. Step 13 discharges 5 since 12 depends on 5,
but on no assumption in which z is free. In step 12, assumptions 7 and 9, corresponding to the
disjuncts of 6, are discharged by v elimination. Step 11 uses the principle that, in classical logic,
everything follows from a contradiction.

D2 P indefeasibly requires q when p requires q and there is no sentence overriding that
requirement:

plq

=def

pRq & -3s (sOpq).

D3 q is obligatory (or ought to be) if it is indefeasibly required by some true
sentence:

Oq
A3

=def

3p (p & pRq & -3s (s & sOpq)).

If P is possible, then p being divinely commanded (denoted Cp) would indefea-

sibly require p:

Mp:::J (Cp)Ip.
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3. ~Likes(a,b)
{3} Assume./

Figure 6.1 (continued)
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2. ~D(A ~ B)

A ~D(B ~

oA)

{ll

10. D(A ~ B) v D(B ~ oA)
000

Figure 6.2
A proof in S5 demonstrating that D(A -7 B) v D(B -7 OA). Note the use of PC ~ and S5 ~ which
check inferences by using machine reasoning systems integrated with Slate. PC ~ serves as an
oracle for the propositional calculus, S5 ~ for S5.
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The Logic LRT* in a Nutshell
We take LRT* to subsume PC, FOL, and our version of Lewis's S5. We write Chisholm's
conditional, which, as we have seen, operates on pairs of propositions 8, as p I> q; this
6.2.5

notation pays homage to modem conditional logic (an overview is presented in'Nute
1984). As LRT* in Slate is a natural-deduction style proof calculus, we introduce rules
corresponding to the axioms At-A3; the rules, At and A3, license inferring an
instance of the consequent of the corresponding axiom from an instance of its antecedent. The A2 inference rule generalizes the axiomatic form slightly, allows two or
more premises to be cited that correspond to the conjuncts.appearing in the A2 axiom,
and justifies the similarly formed conclusion.
To begin our presentation of LRT*, we first present some formal proofs (including
Theorems 1 and 2 preceding) in Slate (see figure 6.3a, b). In addition to the proofs of
Theorems 1 and 2, figure 6.3 gives proofs of two interesting properties of the alethic
modalities in LRT*: (i) impossible sentences impose no requirements and are never
imposed as requirements; and (ii) any necessitation that imposes any requirement, or
which is imposed as a requirement, in fact, obtains. The latter, perhaps surprising,
result follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 2, and the fact that in S5, which
LRT* subsumes, iterated modalities are reduced to their rightmost modality, and,
specifically, OOp --7 Op.
In figure 6.4, we recreate proofs of Quinn's third and fourth theorems. Theorem 3
expresses the fact that the requirements imposed by any sentence are consistent.
Theorem 4 shows that, in LRT*, if two sentences p and q impose contradictory requirements, then their conjunction p t\ q fails to impose at least one of the contradictory
requirements. Theorem 4 does not state that the conjunction p t\ q is impossible, or
even false, but is much more subtle. Theorems 3 and 4 also use the A2 in addition to
the At rule used earlier.
6.2.6

A Roboethics Scenario

We assume that a robot R regulated by an ethical code formalized and implemented
in LRT* operates through time in discrete fashion, starting at time tl and advancing
through tz, t3 , ••• , in click-of-the-clock fashion. At each timepoint tl, R considers what
it is obligated and permitted to do on the basis of its knowledge about the world, and
its facility with LRT*.
For Simplicity, but without loss of generality, we consider only two timepoints, tl
and tz. At each, we specifically consider R's obligations, or lack thereof, with respect
to the destruction of a school in which many innocent noncombatants are located.
We shall refer to the proposition that this building and its occupants are destroyed as
bomb. The follOwing formulas reflect R's knowledge-base <I\ at tl:
• .C(bomb) I> .bomb
• Obomb

Figure 6.3

(a) A Slate proof of Theorems 1 and 2. Note that each is in the scope of no assumptions and has
an infinite necessity reserve-the characteristics of theorems in a modal system. (b) More LRT*
theorems using AI. 7 and 10 express the truth that impossible sentences impose no requirements,
and are not imposed by any sentences. 16 and 17 express, perhaps surprisingly, truths that if
any necessitation were to impose a requirement, or were a necessitation a requirement, then the
necessitation would, in fact, obtain.
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12. -,«p

A S)

I>

q)

V

-,«p

A S)

I>

-,q)

coO

T4. «p

I>

q)

A (S

I>

-,q))

--<>

(-,«p

A S)

I>

q) v -,«p

A S)

I>

-,q))

{14)
Figure 6.4

Theorems 3 and 4 require the use of A2. Theorem 3 expresses the proposition that no sentence
requires another and its negation. Theorem 4 expresses the proposition that if any sentences p
and s were to impose contradictory requirements, then at least one of the contradictory requirements would not be imposed by the conjunction of p and s.
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• ,CCbomb)
• ,3p (p

1\

Ov(P"C(bomb), ,bomb))

The robot generates and verifies at this timepoint a proof substantiating

Such a proof, in,Slate, is shown in figure 6.5. But a new knowledge base is in place at tz,
one in which ,CCbomb) no longer appears, but instead CCbomb). Now it can be proved
that R should, in fact, perpetrate the terrorist act of destroying the school building:
Proof (informal): From Obomb, it can be deduced that CCbomb)
introduction and CCbomb), it follows that
3p [p

1\

P [> bomb

1\

,3s (s

1\

[>

bomb. By existential

Ov(s,CCbomb), bomb»].'

Then, by the definition of obligation, it follows that Ob(bomb). QED
This proof is formalized in figure 6.6.
6.3

Concluding Remarks

We have introduced (a logic-based version of) the divine-command approach to robot
ethics, and have implemented this approach with LRT*, the precursors to which (LRT
and Chisholm's logic of requirement) were only abstract, paper-and-pencil systems.

1. ,C(bomb)

I>

,bomb

{I} Assume./

s.

2. <>bomb

4. ,3s (s " Ov(s, ,(bomb)" bomb))

{2} Assume./ 000

{4} Assume./

,C(bomb) " (,(bomb)

I>

.,bomb) " .,3s (s " Ov(s"C(bomb)"bomb»
{I,3,4}

6. 3p (p " (p

I> .,

bomb) " ,3s (s " Ov(s,p,(., bomb»»
{I,3,4}

Figure 6.5

A proof of Ob(,bomb) given the ~owledge base at tl •
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1. -,C(bomb)

I>

,bomb

4. -,35 (5

{l} Assume'/

8. 5

A

A

OV(5,-,C(bomb)"bomb))
{4} Assume,/

OV(5,C(bomb),bomb)
{8} Assume ,/

14. C(bomb)

A

(C(bomb)

I>

bomb)

A

-,35 (5

A

OV(5,C(bomb),bomb))

{2,3}

15. 3p (p

A

(p

I>

bomb)
•

A

,35 (5

A

OV(5,p,bomb)))

{2,3}

Figure 6.6

A proof of Ob(bomb) given the knowledge base at tz. Only premise 3 differs. At t I , R's knowledge
base contained -,C(bomb), but at tz it contains C(bomb).
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LRT*, by contrast, can now be used effLciently in computer-mediated fashion, and
inference rapidly checked by the machine. In order to ethically regulate the behavior
of real robots, it will be necessary to extend our work to automating the finding of
proofs. While we have reached the stage of proof checking, the stage of proof discovery
requires more work (for more on the distinction, see Arkoudas and Bringsjord 2007).
The latter stage is a sine qua non for autonomous robots to be ethically controlled in
line with the divine-command or any other approach. This state of affairs is one we
soberly report as AI engineers; we take no stand here on whether the approach itself
ought to be pursued in addition to, or instead of, approaches based on non-divinecommand-based ethical theories and codes.
In addition to advancing to the proof-finding stage, some of the necessary next
steps follow:

• Move toward LRT*CEC Robots engineered on the basis of formal logic use logics for
planning that allow explicit representation of events, goals, beliefs, agents, actions,
times, causality, and so on. An extension of LRT* supporting these representations
will be LRT*CEC' As QUinn noted informally, the concept of personal obligation, in
which a particular agent s is obligated to perform an action q, reqUires that the 0
operator (and hence Rand t» range over arbitrarily complex descriptions of planningrelevant states of affairs. One possibility is to base LRT*CEC on the merging of LRT* and
the cognitive event calculus set out in Arkoudas and Bringsjord (2009).
• Metatheorems Needed As explained in Bringsjord (2008a), a full logical system
includes metatheorems about the object-level parts of the system. In the case of the
PC, FOL, and S5, soundness and completeness are established by metatheorems. Currently,
the required metatheorems for LRT* are absent; computational LRT* is suitable only
for early experimentation with robots that have only simulated lethal power.
Investigation of soundness for LRT* is under way.
• What about the Extraordinary? Quinn (1978) spends considerable time discussing
the moral category he calls "the extraordinary." Abraham enters the sphere of the
morally extraordinary when God instructs him to kill his son Isaac, because this
command contradicts the general commandment against killing. We recommend
Quinn's discussion, and look forward to developing formal treatments.
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Notes
1. Herein we leave aside the rather remarkable historical fact that in the case of the United States,
the military's current and longstanding rules of engagement derive directly from our just war
doctrine, which in turn can be traced directly back to Christian divine-command conceptions
of justifiable warfare expressed by Augustine ([1467] 1972).
2. A simple (but-for reasons that need not detain us-surprisingly subtle) set of desiderata is
Asimov's famous trio, first introduced in his short story Runaround, from 1942 (in Asimov [1942]
2004). Interestingly enough, given Bill Joy's fears, the cover of I, Robot through the years has
often carried comments like this one from the"original Signet paperback: Man-Like Machines Rule
the World. The famous trio, the Three Laws of Robotics (A3): Asl: A robot may not harm a human
being, or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm. As2: A robot must obey the
orders given to it by human beings, except where such orders would conflict with the First Law.
As3: A robot must protect its own existence, as long as such protection does not conflict with
the First or Second Law.
3. We, of course, readily admit that for many purposes a bottom-up approach is desirable, but
the only known methods for verification are formal-methods based, and we wish to set an
extremely high standard for the engineering practice of ethically regulating robots that have
destructive power. We absolutely welcome those who wish to pursue bottom-up versions of our
general approach, but verification by definition requires proof, which by definition in turn
requires, at minimum, formulas in some logic and an associated proof theory, and machine
checking of proofs expressed in that proof theory.
4. There are clearly strands of such utilitarianism. As is well known, rule utilitarianism was
introduced precisely as an antidote to naive act utilitarianism. A nice analysis of this and related
points are provided by Feldman (1978), who considers cases in which killing one to save many
seems to be required by some versions of act utilitarianism.
5. For example, Barwise (1974) treats logics, from a model-theoretic viewpoint, as categories; and
as some readers will recall, Lambek (1968) treats proof calculi (or as he and others often refer to
them, "deductive systems ") as categories.
6. While rules of engagement for the U.S. military can be traced directly to just war doctrines,
it is not so easy to derive such rule sets from background ethical theories (though it can be done),
and in the interests of simplification we leave aside this issue.
7. Of course, the oddity of the material conditional can be revealed by noting in parallel fashion
that the truth of the consequent in such a conditional renders the conditional true regardless of
the truth-value of the antecedent.
8. Chisholm built the logic not on propositional variables, but rather on variables for states-ofaffairs, but, follOwing Quinn (1978), we shall simply quantify over propositional variables.
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